
 

 
 
 

Why should I buy TMR Tracker Software?  Check out these testimonials to 
see what your neighbors are saying about their TMR Tracker Software. 
 
How has TMR Tracker Software saved you money? 
  
TMR Tracker software has saved us money by 
allowing us to do a more accurate job at feeding.  
It has allowed us to track feeding accuracy among 
feeders and keep track of inventories.  The 
program motivates the feeders to do a more 
accurate job which saves us money.  
 Mercer Vu Farms ~ Mercersburg, PA 
 
Inventory control is easy with the TMR Tracker 
Software and with feed costs at nearly 40% of our 
expenses, tracking is very important.    
Summit Farms ~ Plymouth, WI   
 
I have found the TMR Tracker software has made 
my feeding operation run smoother and more 
productively with less paper work than before.   
Randy Gibbon ~ Milnor, ND 

With TMR Tracker 
software it’s easy to 
find out what your 
feeding costs are and 
what your bottom line is.  
Winding Meadows ~ Rock Valley, IA   
 
The TMR Tracker software provides the tools we 
need to make a complex job interesting, easy 
and accurate.    Stan Dell ~ Beatrice, NE  
 
With the TMR Tracker software our rations are 
much more accurate so we know the cows are 
eating the same ration that’s on paper, which 
gives us optimum milk production.   
Steve Echelmeier ~ Fulton, MO 

 
How has TMR Tracker Software made you more productive? 
 

TMR Tracker software allows me to manage 
feeders and inventories which allows me to 
predict future usage for our feed needs.   
Mercer Vu Farms ~ Mercersburg, PA 
 
We have less refusals, better feed efficiency, and 
a consistent dry matter intake compared to milk 
production.    Hill Dairy ~ Warren, IN 
 
We can very quickly and easily make 
adjustments (change rations, moisture levels, 
cow counts, etc...) to keep the left over on target 
and rations consistent on a dry matter basis.  It 
makes changes much less 
challenging and very 
helpful in analyzing the 
results.  
Stan Dell ~ Beatrice, NE  
 
With TMR Tracker software we have less 
paperwork and more time for other things.  
Teabow Inc. – Walkersville, MN 
 
The TMR Tracker software provides us accurate 
information on employee delivery and loading 
which allows us to be more productive.   
Summit Farms ~ Plymouth, WI   

TMR Tracker software 
has helped us monitor dry 
matter intake, reduce over 
feeding, increase our income over feed costs, 
and keep better track of our inventory.   
Shafer Farms ~ Middleport, NY 
 
The TMR Tracker software enables us to closely 
monitor dry matter intake of each pen and 
compare that to milk production giving us each 
pens feed efficiency and income over feed cost.  
This is especially important to us when we make 
changes to the ration so we can see if it was a 
beneficial change or not.   
 Steve Echelmeier ~ Fulton, MO 
 
 
My mineral bills have seen an improvement due 
to the fact my feeder now dispenses the exact 
amount needed.    
Richard Bettercourt ~ Turlock, CA   
 
TMR Tracker has eliminated a lot of time spent 
on book work and recording, giving me more 
time to do other things that need my attention.  
Randy Gibbon ~ Milnor, ND 
 



 
How has TMR Tracker Software made your feeders productive? 
 

The way TMR Tracker software is designed it 
makes daily feeding easier & more accurate 
which allows our feeders to be faster & more 
productive. 
Mercer Vu Farms ~ Mercersburg, PA 
 
With the TMR Tracker software I have now 
implemented a bonus program to help our 
feeders understand the importance of accuracy.  
Richard Bettercourt ~ Turlock, CA   
 
 

With the TMR 
Tracker software we 
have fewer mistakes 
with loading and 
delivery.  Hill Dairy 
~ Warren, IN 
 
 

Our feeders are more 
conscious of being accurate 
and deliver the ration that the nutritionist 
provides.   Summit Farms ~ Plymouth, WI   
 
TMR Tracker provides a very clear verifiable 
target for the feeders and brings consistency and 
accuracy to the loading and feeding process.  
Stan Dell ~ Beatrice, NE  
 
Our feeders have become much more accurate 
at ingredient loading and ration delivery.  They 
have cut down on shrink and see the value of 
that on paper.  Steve Echelmeier ~ Fulton, MO 
 
TMR Tracker software has made our feeders 
more productive by making them a lot more 
accountable for what goes into the rations.  
Packard Farms ~ Clare, MI 

 
Would you recommend TMR Tracker to another producer? 
 

Absolutely, dollar for dollar some of the best 
money spent on our dairy.  
Stan Dell ~ Beatrice, NE  
 
For the value and the ease of use, I would 
recommend the TMR Tracker to another 
producer.  When compared to other programs it 
is a lot less expensive and easy to use.  
Purchased feed is our largest cost and the TMR 
Tracker helps us keep tabs on those costs.   
Mercer Vu Farms ~ Mercersburg, PA 
 
Absolutely, I did some extensive research prior 
to purchase and for the best value TMR Tracker 
is the answer.   Kelsay Farms ~ Whiteland, IN  
 
 

I have looked at other systems before going with 
the TMR Tracker program and found that there 
were more  expensive system out there but they 
were not as good as TMR Tracker.  The price for 
TMR Tracker is very reasonable which not only 
includes the program but the 24-7 technical 
support as well.   Randy Gibbon ~ Milnor, ND 
 
I recommend TMR Tracker to any producer 
looking to decrease ingredient shrink, wanting 
peace of mind that the herd is eating an accurate 
ration, needing to make the feeders more 
accountable or desiring to track dry matter intake 
or income over feed costs.  TMR Tracker has not 
only saved us money, but made money for our 
operation. Steve Echelmeier ~ Fulton, MO

How helpful has the Technical Support and Service been for you? 
 

When we have had a problem technical support 
has always resolved it quickly resulting in very 
little down time.   
Mercer Vu Farms ~ Mercersburg, PA 
 
 
Excellent, I’m very impressed.  Digi-Star 
technical support has helped us whenever we 
have had a problem.  
Union Dairy ~ Sauk Centre, MN 
 

The technical support staff at Digi-Star has gone 
over and above the support that I expected.  
They always answered my questions and are 
very helpful.  Randy Gibbon ~ Milnor, ND 
 
The technical support has been 
superb and with a 24-7 support 
line you can call them whenever 
the need arises.   They are very 
knowledgeable and friendly, even at 5AM!   
Steve Echelmeier ~ Fulton, MO 

 


